The conquest of middle-earth: combining top-down and bottom-up nanofabrication for constructing nanoparticle based devices†
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The development of top-down nanofabrication techniques has opened many possibilities for the design and realization of complex devices based on single molecule phenomena such as e.g. single molecule electronic devices. These impressive achievements have been complemented by the fundamental understanding of self-assembly phenomena, leading to bottom-up strategies to obtain hybrid nanomaterials that can be used as building blocks for more complex structures. In this feature article we highlight some relevant published work as well as present new experimental results, illustrating the versatility of self-assembly methods combined with top-down fabrication techniques for solving relevant challenges in modern nanotechnology. We present recent developments on the use of hierarchical self-assembly methods to bridge the gap between sub-nanometer and micrometer length scales. By the use of non-covalent self-assembly methods, we show that we are able to control the positioning of nanoparticles on surfaces, and to address the deterministic assembly of nano-devices with potential applications in plasmonic sensing and single-molecule electronics experiments.

Introduction

One of the most exciting challenges in modern nanotechnology resides in the middle size range, bridging molecular length scales and microsized objects.1 Considerable efforts have been devoted to the development of top-down nanofabrication methods,2–9 and the impressive progress achieved by miniaturization technology in the last decades has led to advanced omnipresent microprocessors and portable devices. Yet, top-down lithography techniques are at the present level not able to fabricate systems with molecular or atomic precision.5,10–14

In a parallel effort, the understanding of the physical and chemical phenomena responsible for self-organization of molecules and materials into complex hierarchical structures has launched a quest towards self-fabricating systems based on supramolecular chemistry.15–20 Experimental and theoretical contributions from different research fields have contributed to the development of self-assembled materials, formed by collective interactions of organic molecules, inorganic nanoparticles (NPs), and hybrid composites.21–25

If we consider the number of scientific publications related to top-down and bottom-up approaches in the last decades as an indicator of the development of these research fields, we can affirm that there has been a continuous growth of interest of the scientific community in these topics, catalysed by the improvement of electron microscopy techniques, scattering methods, scanning probe techniques, and other characterization tools able to provide detailed information on processes and structures with atomic resolution.26

While both extreme domains, the bottom-up and the top-down fields, have been consolidated over years of fundamental and technological research, the intermediate length-scale, the “middle” field, started to be intensively explored only recently.1,27–32 One plausible reason for this delayed debut could be the lack of experimental techniques able to address properties of single, or just-a-few, molecules, and the inability to accurately control the fate of sub-nanometric objects. One relevant challenge related to the fabrication of devices that
combine single-molecule length scale objects with macroscopic objects, is the requirement of controlled positioning of NPs and molecules at pre-defined sites at surfaces.33 In the present article we highlight some efforts that our research group, together with several collaborators, have been involved in to address this issue, and we also discuss challenges and future perspectives in this field. Furthermore, we present some recent results related to the combination of self-assembly methods and top-down fabrication techniques to control positioning of NPs at surfaces.

Results & discussion

Solution based self-assembly methods

One major challenge in the development of single molecule devices is the incompatibility in length scales between molecular dimensions and macroscopic instruments. One of the approaches used to overcome this challenge is based on the self-assembly in solution of nanometric junctions between NPs and the placement of these proto-devices on micro-fabricated structures, i.e. electrodes connected to macroscopic source-drain electrodes.28,34–36 Using this approach, Bar-Joseph et al. in 2005 probed, for the first time, the transport properties across a single molecule that bridges two metal NPs.37 The interest of the research community has remained on this strategy for several years, developing sophisticated synthetic approaches to build NP aggregates of controlled size in solution,36,38–43 and to place these proto-devices onto electrodes.34–38

Bjørnholm et al. developed a bottom-up approach that combines nanoparticle self-assembly and seed-growth methods to synthesize end-to-end linked gold nanorods (AuNRs).44 While several procedures for the end-to-end linking of AuNRs involve modification of the already synthetized AuNRs,45–48 Bjørnholm et al. assembled spherical NPs into small aggregates (i.e. dimers) connected by dithiol PEG linker molecules, and then used these aggregates as seeds for the growth of AuNRs. The resulting structures consisted of two 500 nm long AuNRs separated by a gap of 2 nm. Although the yields of this process were not particularly high, the possibility of combining these highly anisotropic proto-devices with micro-electrodes provides a promising path to overcome the challenges of single molecule transport measurements.28,49

Several methods have been proposed to control NP clustering stoichiometry, based on topological constrains,50–52 on the asymmetric functionalization of NP surfaces53–59 or exploiting bio-mimetic interactions.60–78 These strategies allow the synthesis of NP clusters of well-defined composition (dimers, trimers, etc.) combining identical NPs (homoaggregates)43,79–81 or NPs of the same material, but with different sizes (hetero-aggregates).82,83 A few examples have been presented for the combination of NPs of different materials within the same nanocluster.84–86 This kind of nanostructures could provide new insights on the electronic properties of molecules at asymmetric metal junctions and introduce an additional driving force for controlled transport- and conductance-switching, considering the differences in Fermi energy between two different materials.87–90

Recently a general self-assembly strategy to synthesize NP heterodimers of two different materials was introduced by Moth-Poulsen et al.86 The method is based on the delicate balance between repulsive and attractive interactions responsible for colloidal stability, and allows the synthesis of tailored structures (heterodimers) with up to 42% of relative abundance among the population of single particles and aggregates. These heterodimers are obtained by combining spherical AuNPs and AgNPs with different kinds of PdNPs and AuNPs having distinctive crystallographic properties, shapes and sizes (Fig. 1). The possibility of controlling the self-assembly of oppositely charged NPs, exploiting electrostatic interactions, opens new possibilities for the synthesis of metal nanoclusters of defined composition. Understanding the experimental conditions leading to selective self-assembly of metal NPs of opposite charge over bulk aggregation is a challenge that would have a considerable impact on the development of new hybrid materials. Furthermore, these bimetallic systems might have promising properties for plasmonic sensing of chemical reactions,91–93 plasmon-enhanced catalysis,94–103 and thermoelectric power generation.104 Therefore the development of new synthetic strategies to obtain defined metal-clusters will be a relevant topic of research in the future.

Template driven self-assembly of NPs at interfaces and surfaces

One common limitation of the solution based self-assembly methods for building NP junctions is the inability to produce high yields of the tailored structures, requiring post-synthesis purification methods, that affect the actual yields. Additionally, purely solution-based single-molecule electronic devices
are not feasible at the current state-of-the-art, and probably will never be conceived. Therefore, for applications, the methods based on self-assembly of proto-devices in solution will depend on micro- or nanofabrication techniques at surfaces, to guide and position nanoscale objects from solution to pre-determined, tailored sites. In this sense, the use of deterministic assembly of nanometric objects directly on engineered surfaces with controlled positioning and orientation can provide interesting paths for the bottom-up fabrication of devices.\textsuperscript{105–107}

Different experimental approaches have been proposed to combine self-assembly solution methods with solid-state architectures.\textsuperscript{44} The use of self-assembly methods at interfaces provides several advantages for the design and build-up of systems with low dimensionality (\textit{i.e.} lower than 2). The interface between two environments of very different properties provides topological and energetic constrains that favour the emergence of supra-molecular structures with characteristics that might differ from the properties of bulk materials. Furthermore, thin films usually display high transmittance, relatively dynamic behaviour, and well-defined structural properties at different length scales. One promising strategy consists in the direct self-assembly of components at liquid–air interfaces, followed by subsequent transferring of these structures onto the surface of top-down fabricated electrodes. Following this strategy, Bjørnholm \textit{et al.} succeeded with the fabrication of pseudo one-dimensional molecular electronic networks, consisting of segments of AuNPs separated by 1–3 nm wide gaps and interconnected by conjugated organic molecules.\textsuperscript{108} The networks were obtained by lipid templated self-assembly of AuNPs at the air–water interface. The Langmuir monolayer obtained was compressed and subsequently transferred horizontally (Langmuir–Schäfer) to a solid support with a prefabricated network of gold microelectrodes prepared by top-down UV/e-beam lithography. The electronic properties of this pseudo one-dimensional molecular electronic circuit were characterized by using macroscopic electrodes and a conductive AFM tip as the probe. This procedure can be easily adapted to any kind of molecular system having a strong affinity for the gold surface, while the entire circuit is built by a series of purely chemical manipulations under standard lab conditions.

A similar approach was applied to the preparation of ordered structures of gold AuNPs at the nanometer length scale, by using amphiphilic polymers as templating agents.\textsuperscript{109} The polymers used had a bi-functionalized poly(\(p\)-phenylene) backbone, with phenolic groups on one side and alkoxy chains on the other side, giving the polymer amphiphilic properties. These polymers are able to form stable mono- and multi-layered Langmuir–(Blodgett/Schäfer) films by horizontal and vertical lifting.\textsuperscript{110–112} Furthermore, these polymeric molecules have interesting photophysical properties in solution and as solid films, making them good candidates as a template for self-organized nanostructures.\textsuperscript{112–114} The ability to control the morphology of the gold pattern by applying different surface pressures on the composite Langmuir film is a promising strategy for large-area self-assembly of architectures, useful to design complex molecular electronic devices. The template structures used for the self-assembly of NPs can be directly built on solid surfaces, using top-down nanofabrication procedures. An interesting example of this strategy has been presented by Bjørnholm \textit{et al.} demonstrating \textit{in situ} growth of AuNRs with positional control and alignment in well-defined poly(methyl methacrylate) nanochannels.\textsuperscript{115} Spherical AuNPs were self-assembled at specific sites of the patterned substrates and the AuNRs were grown \textit{in situ} using a seed-mediated synthetic approach (Fig. 2). The system allowed for fabrication of multiple nanogap junctions on a single chip with AuNRs acting as nanelectrodes. The implementation of this method on surfaces pre-patterned with metallic electrodes is a promising strategy towards the development of parallel fabrication of single-molecule electronic devices. These results demonstrate the strength of combining top-down templating and bottom-up growth of electrically addressable devices. The top-down preparation of the metallic contacts prior to nanogap formation eliminates potential damage of the nanogap due to post-processing steps. The incorporation of \(\pi\)-conjugated systems prior to seeding leads to better control of the molecular orientation in the gaps, however some challenges remain in terms of yields of the devices.

An alternative, and very promising, strategy consists of the direct self-assembly of NPs within templates fabricated on surfaces. Extensive work carried out by Alivisatos \textit{et al.}, Wolf \textit{et al.}, and Vaia \textit{et al.} has demonstrated the versatility of using capillarity forces combined with lithographically defined templates to drive the self-organization of NPs on nanoengineered surfaces.\textsuperscript{106,107,116–123} The incorporation of DNA-directed self-assembly methods on patterned surfaces has allowed further control of the morphology and orientation of the assembled
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\caption{Schematic representation of stepwise assembly of nanoparticles (A and B) followed by \textit{in situ} growth of nanorods (C) and removal of the directing PDMS template (D). (E–H) show SEM micrographs of successfully grown gold nanorods. Reprinted with permission from T. Jain, S. Lara-Avía, Y.-V. Kervennic, K. Moth-Poulsen, K. Nørgaard, S. Kubatkin, and T. Bjørnholm, ACS Nano, 2012, 6, 3861–3867. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.)
\end{figure}
structures, while the use of electrostatic trapping induced by surface topology has also been demonstrated. Recently, a top-down nanofabricated template has been combined with directed capillary assembly to place AuNRs in a highly deterministic pattern, forming continuous chains with dimensionality equal to unity. Within these straight chains, the AuNRs were aligned in one chosen direction with an end-to-end configuration. The precise control of the process leads to the formation of gaps of ~6 nm between the individual constituents of the chain. The conditions for optimum quality and yield of AuNR chain assembly have been investigated, exploring the influence of template size and assembly temperature. This approach also allows the transfer of the self-assembled AuNR chains from the assembly template onto a Si/SiO2 target substrate, thus establishing a platform for a variety of nanoscale electronic and optical applications. A proof-of-principle experiment has been shown in these systems, performing electrical measurements on contacted AuNR chains before and after their immersion in a solution of thiol-end capped oligophenylenevinylene molecules. The increase in the conductance by three orders of magnitude in the presence of the conjugated oligomer indicates molecular-mediated charge transport across the nanogaps.

Capillarity-assisted particle-assembly methods have become sophisticated, allowing the design and implementation of complex nanostructures with extremely high precision. One of the most impressive examples, presented by Wolf et al., has introduced the concept of cascade assembly to build-up complex patterns combining different kinds of nanoparticles.

Capillary forces have also been used by Mirkin et al. to achieve shape selectivity during the self-assembly process, and to place segmented nanowires in well-defined bidimensional arrays.

Despite the growing understanding of fundamental principles of capillary forces in confined nanostructures, the methods proposed for capillary-driven self-assembly of NPs are often specific for the systems studied. Combining nanofabricated surfaces with capillary forces requires delicate tuning of several experimental variables, and allows precise control of the positioning of NPs after considerable experimental effort. In this sense the development of new general strategies to place NPs in pre-defined positions at surfaces, avoiding topological constrains, would be a breakthrough in this research field.

**NP positioning by electrostatic soft-template directed self-assembly**

A relevant challenge when assembling nanoparticles on solid surfaces is the selectivity and the control of the NP adhesion in specific patterns and at preferred locations on the surface, especially to be able to control adhesion and thereby the sites where nanoscale objects are positioned. Microspheres have been successfully self-assembled on patterned structures, and the factors controlling the self-organization of these objects have been studied. Several methods for controlled positioning of NPs on surfaces have also been investigated. One interesting approach is based on the electrophoretic deposition of NPs on pre-patterned surfaces. This method allows faster processing times with respect to other deposition techniques. Capillary forces, discussed in the previous section, have been combined with top-down nanofabricated templates to control orientation and positioning of NPs on surfaces. Selective chemical functionalization of surfaces has also been used to drive the self-assembly of NPs exploiting the chemistry of silane-derivatives on Si surfaces and using micro-contact printing on gold surfaces.

Direct surface self-assembly methods are versatile and allow the development of more advanced procedures to increase the control of nanostructure positioning and topographical orientation of small objects. At the current state-of-the-art, the highest control over NPs orientation and positioning can be achieved by the combination of top-down engineering of surfaces and bottom-up self-assembly methods. Efficient top-down methods for the fabrication of electrodes and complex surface patterns have become available in the last decades, and the considerable improvement of spatial resolution and large-area reliability of these techniques has contributed to the development of different research areas.

Exploiting the distinctive chemical properties of Si- and metal-based surfaces, it has been possible to build self-assembled sub-monolayers of NPs with well-defined structural properties. The possibility of exploiting non-covalent interactions to direct the self-assembly of NP monolayers is very attractive, since it takes advantage of collective interactions responsible for the properties of supramolecular systems.

The strategy we present here is based on a silane-free versatile method able to address the challenge of NP selective positioning based on the direct self-assembly of NPs from colloidal solutions on nanofabricated oxidized Si surfaces, avoiding the use of capillarity interactions and without external electrophoretic fields. As it will be shown below, we have used self-assembled lipid bilayers as a soft template to reduce unspecific binding of NPs to material-specific areas of the surface. This method allows controlled self-assembly and selective positioning of objects with nanometric space-resolution using a general strategy that we envision to easily extend to different kinds of surface materials and NPs.

SiO2 surfaces are well known to promote non-covalent adsorption of positively charge molecules and NPs. This capacity can be used to form homogeneous self-assembled sub-monolayers of metal NPs capped with cationic surfactants. Several methods for the synthesis of shaped metal NPs involve cationic amphiphilic molecules as stabilizers of specific crystalllographic facets on the metal surface. The removal or exchange of these surfactant molecules from the particle surface after the synthesis, without compromising the stability of the colloids, is a challenging task.

We have observed a general self-assembly behaviour on SiO2 or oxidized Si substrates for several NP systems stabilized by cationic surfactants, irrespectively of the shape, the size or the material of the NPs (Fig. 3a,b; and ESI SI2, SI3†). The NPs used for these experiments were synthesized by methods previously reported, that introduce cetyltrimethyl ammonium
bromide or chloride as capping agents (further details as ESI S1†).28,144–146 These synthetic routes yield NPs with low dispersity in terms of shape and size. The introduction of the cat-ionic surfactants provides a net positive charge on the surface of the colloids. We have successfully formed self-assembled sub-monolayers of Pd nanocubes, Au nanocubes, and Au rhombic dodecahedra NPs of different sizes, on oxidized Si surfaces, demonstrating the versatility of this approach (SEM images of representative examples of NP sub-monolayers are presented in Fig. 3 and in ESI†).

The process used for the preparation of the NP sub-monolayers is based on drop-casting on clean oxidized Si surfaces, followed by incubation in solutions for 30 minutes, and rinsing with deionized water. The surface of the Si wafer was cleaned with oxygen plasma before use, but also other kinds of oxidative cleaning procedures, such as piranha etching or thermal annealing, are effective for this deposition technique. The procedure leads to homogeneous sub-monolayers of NPs evenly distributed on the surface of oxidized Si wafers. These NP sub-monolayers were stable after rinsing with water as well as with organic solvents (see SI† for further details).

On the other hand, the surface properties of oxidized Si substrates can be modified to control the adhesion on the particles to the surface. We have previously shown that surface passivation by coating with lipid bilayers almost completely eliminates the non-specific adhesion of biomolecules and NPs within SiO2 nanochannels.151 The lipid-surface passivation method has been demonstrated to perform better than standard passivation protocols, i.e. bovine serum albumin (BSA) coating. This approach has also the advantage of self-healing, which is a typical characteristic of supramolecular systems that allows the self-assembled structure to correct intrinsic or induced defects by exchange of molecules with the solution and rearrangement on the surface. Freely moving quantum dots, proteins and protein–DNA complexes have been successfully studied in devices passivated with lipids, preventing interference of non-specific chemisorption.150,151

The presence of self-assembled lipid bilayers on the surface of SiO2 drastically prevents the adsorption of the NPs investigated in this work. The surface density of NPs is decreased by more than two orders of magnitude in the presence of the bilayers (Fig. 3c), with respect to the clean SiO2 surface (Fig. 3b). This non-covalent passivation strategy is relatively simple, did not compromise the surface properties of the substrate on a permanent basis, and results in a promising strategy for the self-assembly of nanoscale devices on surfaces.

When using lipid bilayers on flat surfaces, there are two major experimental challenges to overcome: the lateral diffusion of the bilayers on open surfaces and the requirement of a continuously wet environment. We spread lipid bilayer liposomes, 100 nm in diameter, on the oxidized Si surface to spontaneously form self-assembled bilayers. These structures require a mechanical barrier to contain the lateral diffusion of the lipids on the flat surface, and for this reason, before the wet functionalization, we fabricated a PMMA pool on the edge of the oxidized Si surface, that provides mechanical stability to the lipid bilayer, and also acts as container for the droplet of solution on top of the clean oxidized Si surface. Within this pool, the solutions are exchanged using source and drain pipettes simultaneously, in order to avoid the bilayer-functionalized surface to get dry. Following this procedure it is possible to substitute the previous solution with a new one, allowing the change of buffer solutions, rinsing the surface, and removing the colloidal solutions, without affecting the stability of the lipid bilayers on the oxidized Si surface.

**Fig. 3** Self-assembled NP sub-monolayer on oxidized Si surfaces: (a, b) PdNPs (25 nm) on clean oxidized Si surfaces at different magnifications; (c) Lipid bilayer passivation preventing PdNP sub-monolayer formation on Si surface.
The solutions were exchanged gradually, and equilibration was allowed between one functionalization and the next. The substrates were initially rinsed with the same buffer solution used to store the liposomes, and when the liposomes were introduced on the surface, 15 minutes of stabilization time was allowed. The lipid solution was rinsed first with liposome buffer and thereafter with water, before introducing the colloidal solutions. When needed, several rinsing steps were performed in order to completely remove the residues from the previous solution. After rinsing the NP solution, the surface can be dried, plasma cleaned, and analysed using SEM (Fig. 3). The full description of the preparation of NP sub-monolayers is provided as ESI (ESI†).

The adhesion of charged NPs to the surface can also be tailored by adjusting the surface potential of metal surfaces.152 We have used chemisorption of charged molecules on Au surfaces to change the surface charge. Gold has particular affinity for thiols, and the properties of self-assembled molecular monolayers of thiols on noble metal surfaces have been extensively studied.153–158 We could not observe the formation of self-assembled sub monolayers of metal NPs stabilized by cationic surfactants on clean gold surfaces (Fig. 4a), while gold surfaces functionalized with sulfonate groups promote the adhesion of positively charged NPs (Fig. 4b). These distinctive properties can be exploited for non-covalent self-assembly of more complex NP architectures and devices, and to interface bottom-up self-assembled proto-devices with top-down fabricated nano- and micro-structures.27

Direct self-assembly methods can be used to control the placement of NPs on nano-engineered surfaces, and to modify the morphology of NP monolayers. Similarly, lipid bilayers can

Fig. 4 Self-assembled sub-monolayer of PdNPs (25 nm): (a) on plasma-cleaned gold surface; (b) on gold surface functionalized with MESNa.

Fig. 5 Representative examples of self-assembled sub-monolayers of PdNPs (25 nm) on plasma-cleaned top-down nanofabricated Au-disks on oxidized Si surface: (a) clean surface; (b) Au functionalized with MESNa; (c) SiO2 passivated by self-assembled lipid bilayer; (d) SiO2 passivated by self-assembled lipid bilayer and Au functionalized with MESNa. Scale bars are 200 nm.
drive the formation of self-assembled monolayers on selected areas of nanofabricated surfaces. Combining these two complementary features, we have been able to build up prototypes of self-assembled plasmonic sensors based on nanofabricated gold disks linked to palladium NPs (Fig. 5d). The gold disks were nanofabricated on SiO₂ surfaces using Hole-Mask Colloidal Lithography. A 5 nm thick Cr layer was used to improve the adhesion of the Au-structures to the oxidized Si-surface. As discussed above, CTAB stabilized PdNPs are able to form sub-monolayers on the surface of the SiO₂, and therefore they are spread evenly on the nanofabricated plasmonic surfaces (Fig. 5a), and only 15% of the Au structures are in contact with PdNPs. When the Au-surface is functionalized with the negatively charged thiol–sulfonate molecules (sodium 2-mercaptoethanesulfonate, MESNa), the self-assembly of positively charged PdNPs is preferentially driven towards the Au surface, allowing more than 99% of the Au-disks to host PdNPs, but still non-specific adsorption is observed on the oxidized Si surface (Fig. 5b). The combination of lipid-passivation with functionalization of Au with MESNa leads to the exclusive positioning of PdNPs on 56% of the Au structures, effectively preventing adhesion to oxidized Si-surfaces (Fig. 5d). When the lipid passivation was used without MESNa on Au (Fig. 5c), less than 5% of the Au-structures were occupied by PdNPs, therefore the combination of MESNa-functionalization on gold and lipid-bilayer passivation on oxidized Si is essential for driving the self-assembly towards the Au-structures.

This step-wise functionalization approach allows us to selectively modify the surface properties of oxidized Si and Au, exploiting the specific interactions of surface active species on different materials. The strategy developed, similar to the approach used on oxidized Si wafers, also requires the continuous

---

**Fig. 6** Schematic representation of the layer-by-layer strategy used for the functionalization of top-down nanofabricated structures: (a) starting surface, (b–c) MESNa functionalization of Au surface; (d–e) SiO₂ passivation with lipid bilayers; (f–g) colloidal deposition; (h) final surface.
and smooth exchange of solutions on top of the nanofabricated structures, in order to avoid drying and preserve the structural integrity of the lipid bilayers (Fig. 6). In this case, we have also used the PMMA pool on the edge of the wafer. The top-down nanofabricated Au structures were functionalized with MESNa (Fig. 6b), keeping the surface in contact with the solution \(6 \times 10^{-5} \text{ M of MESNa in water}\) for 2 hours before rinsing with water (Fig. 6c). The subsequent steps (Fig. 6c–h) were performed following the procedure described above for flat oxidized Si substrates. The self-assembled structures are stable upon drying and plasma cleaning, allowing SEM characterization (Fig. 5).

To further demonstrate the control of the positioning of PdNPs on oxidized Si surfaces, we explored other geometrical shapes of gold patches. Specifically, we used oxidized Si wafers onto which gold lines were patterned using e-beam lithography (Fig. 7). The selectivity of NP self-assembly was again achieved by lipid-bilayer passivation of the \(\text{SiO}_2\) surface, and functionalization of the Au-structures with MESNa, following the strategy depicted in Fig. 6. This electrostatic soft-template directed self-assembly method allows highly selective self-assembly of PdNPs on the Au-surface, producing a surface density of PdNPs on gold that is 4000 times greater compared to that on the \(\text{SiO}_2\) surface.

Probably the most relevant strength of the non-covalent self-assembly methods presented here is illustrated in the low magnification SEM images in Fig. 7b and 7e, showing scalability from small to large area devices. This capacity combined with the versatility of deterministic assembly procedures allows simultaneous fabrication of several independent devices on macroscopic surfaces.

**Concluding remarks**

The impressive development of supra-molecular chemistry and self-assembly methods in the last decades has contributed to the establishment of a well-structured experimental and conceptual framework that provides promising routes for the design of advanced functional structures such as single molecule electronic devices, nano-actuators and nano-machines. Many examples of functional nano-devices are assembled, fabricated,
or deposited on macroscopic electrodes or bulk substrates. This dichotomy seems to be intrinsic in nature and there is no obvious shortcut to bypass it at the current state-of-the-art.

In recent years the research community has begun to exploit the combination of “bottom-up” & “top-down” approaches, finding paths to merge these two strategies efficiently. The challenge of developing reliable methods to produce large scale arrays of nano devices connected in circuit-like architectures is not solved yet, and one can foresee that this will be an exciting research topic for the coming years. The combination of soft-matter masks with metal and metal oxide NP chemical and physical synthesis might lead to unexpected scientific breakthroughs. Such breakthroughs might be associated with template-free self-assembly methods, able to be scaled-up to large surfaces.

The different strategies discussed here, developed by our group and by others, and chronologically distributed over the last 10 years, show a trend towards in situ integration of self-assembly and top-down approaches to control the position and orientation of nanometric objects on functional surfaces. Several technological and scientific challenges can be addressed by the complementary merging of top-down and bottom-up methods that, at the current state-of-the-art, would only be feasible on supporting macroscopic substrates. Among these approaches, the soft-template directed self-assembly method, presented in the last section of this work, offers several advantages in terms of versatility and simplicity. We have been able to control NP positioning on nano-structured surfaces with high precision with the use of tools available in any wet-chemistry laboratory, and following reproducible procedures that can be easily scaled-up and adapted to different kinds of NPs and substrates with little experimental effort. This approach also provides a versatile path for in situ build-up of complex nanostructures combining NPs of different materials that have been already used for plasmonic sensing of catalytic reactions at the nanoscale. Furthermore, these bimetallic systems can be also used as model systems for plasmon-enhanced catalysis and thermo-electric power generation.
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